ABSTRACT. The generation of proper classes of short exact sequences of modules by subclasses s considered. The class generated by two proper classes is studied by means of some operations between these classes These operauons are investigated m details for classes of short quasi-splitting, torsionsphtting and pure exact sequences of abelian groups.
Mac Lane [2] . DEFINITION. The class is said to be proper, if it satisfies the following conditions (see Buchsbaum [3] , Mac Lane [2] , Sldyarenko [4] ):
(P-1) Along with any short exact sequence contains every one isomorphic to it.
(Po2) contains all splitting short exact sequences.
(P-3) The composite of two -monomorphsms is an -monomorphism if ths compomte ss defined.
-3') The composite oftwo -epimorphisms is an -epimorphism if it is defined.
(P-4) If c, are monomorphisms and Io is an -monomorphism, then c s an -monomorphism.
(P-4') If/, are epimorphisms and fio/is an -epimorphism, then fi is an -epimorphism.
Short exact sequences of the form (1.1) from give the subgroup E xt(C,A) of the group of extensions E xt(C,A). The least proper class for which every module from the class of modules is coprojective (coinjective) is denoted by k() (k()). Such classes are sasd to be coprojectively (coinjecuvely) generated (see Alizade [7] is an eptmorphism. The class of all t-projeetive (respectively, t-injective) modules is denoted by (t) (resp. t()) (see [4] , [5] Since is a projective class, there exists an -epimorphism '/ P-+B with an -projective P. By (P-3') 13o'/is an -epimorphism At the same time 13o,/is an <>-epmorphism since P is an -projective module. Therefore, 13 is an <>-epimorphism by (P-4'). Thus [6] ).
The following proposition can be derived from Theorem 2.1 of Kepka [8] , but we give another proof of this fact which relies on Thoeorem of Alizade [7] . PROPOSITION 3.1. If the class of modules tP is closed under submodules and extensions (see [7] , [8] 
being the class of all short exact sequences ending at modules from t and '0 being the class of all splitting short exact sequences.
PROOF. Take an arbitrary short exact sequence (1.1) from k(). Since is closed under extenmons, by Theorem of Alizade [7] there exist PetP, E. Ext(P,A) and a homomorphism 3,:C---}P such that E--3,'(E,). Since tP is closed under submodules, Im 7tP. Therefore [9] ). By means of ths fact we have obtained the description of the smallest proper clasps with given classes of coprojcctive and omjeetive modules as a "composite" of coinjectively and coprojectively generated classes, which will soon be pubhshed Since _oA and d_co2, Lemma 3.2 gives the following inclusion. THEOREM 3.1. If the class P of modules is closed under extensions and submodules (see [7] , [81), then ,2_o2 for k (P) and for every proper class 4 . SOME EXAMPLES l THE CATEGORY OF ABELIAN GROUPS. Let 0 be the class of all splitting short exact sequences, be the class of all pure short exact sequences and 9 be the class of all torsion splitting short exact sequences (see Fuchs ] ). For a proper class put {E for some nZ (n0) nE}, (4 1) (see Ahzade [6] ).
Class 0 of all short quasi-splitting exact sequences was introduced and studied by Walker C.P. [10] Classes and , were studied by Hart in [11] , where these classes were denoted by Clearly, +'(0-for every proper class . 
